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Minutes 
 

 Of the Meeting held on Tuesday 14th January 2014 at 7.30 pm – at St. Ives Town Hall 
 

Present:  
Colin Saunderson (CS) : Fenstanton PC 

Margaret Lumb         (ML) : Bluntisham PC 

Jean Chandler  (JC) : Co-opted member 

Mike Newman  (MN) : Pidley-cum-Fenton PC 

Dave McCandless (DM) : Speedwatch Co-ordinator 

Peter Smith  (PS) : St. Ives Town Council 

Andrew Street  (AS) : Cambridgeshire Police 

Andrew Owen  (AO) : Cambridgeshire Police 

Noel Baker  (NB) : Wyton-on-Hill PC 

Marilyn Russell  (MR) : Earith PC 

Kate Williams  (KW) : Hemingford Grey PC 

Lesley Craig  (LC) : Houghton & Wyton PC 

Gordon McInnes (GM) : Wistow PC 

Owen McLaughlin (OM) : Secretary 

 

 

1 Welcomes & Apologies   
 
The meeting welcomed Gordon McInnes  from Wistow Parish Council. 
Apologies had been received from the following members;  Keith Sisman, Eda McPherson, Margaret Harlock, 
Brian Burpitt, Jeff Nicholls 
 

2 Minutes - To approve Minutes of  the meeting on 12th  November 2013 
 

The minutes of the meeting on November 12th 2013 were agreed to be an accurate record. 
PS proposed they be approved and KW seconded. 
 

3 Matters arising from the Minutes 
 
No matters arising which are not covered on the agenda.  
 

 

 

 



4 Correspondence 
 
There was some email correspondence with St. Ivo school in relation to road safety matters. The following was 
received on January 13th. 
 

Dear Owen 

I have a meeting with various parties 21st January at the school including people from Cambridgeshire County Council 

and Rachel Anderson, our PCSO.  In the meantime there is to be a thorough audit conducted for road safety, the results 
of which will be shared in the meeting. We are concerned with regards to road safety and Houghton Road particularly.  In 

terms of the old golf course plans, we are liaising with HDC.  
If you would like to meet briefly, or speak on the phone please don't hesitate to contact me. Alternatively email updates 

are very grateful. I would be pleased to hear the outcome from the meeting tomorrow. If you wish to attend the meeting 

on the 21st January, 2.30pm to 4.00pm, please let me know you are very welcome. 
 

Kindest Regards, Tracy 

Tracy Roden 

Director of Business and Resources 

St Ivo School 

High Leys 

St Ives 
Cambridgeshire 

 
 
5 Review of Active Items 
 
Item 31 Hill Rise / Houghton Road  - Maps #17 & #31  
Issue There is concern about the pedestrian crossing at Elm Drive. Lots of children use this. There is a 

waiting area but there are no rails. The problems arise when too many children use it at once. 

NB questioned whether the traffic lights at Hill Rise/ Houghton Road junction were sequenced 

correctly. Drivers were jumping the red lights.  

Also there is an application to build another 200 houses on remaining holes of golf course in St. 

Ives. The exit from the new estate will be on High Leys. This could compound the problem 

described above.  

Meeting 

Comments 

CS went to the planning meeting. He made the point that at the 2 junctions there have been 13 

accidents in the past 5 years. He also made point about rat running in Knights Way.  There are 

additional problems with parents dropping off their children in High Leys and traffic  light 

jumping. CS will send an email to the  town council on this matter.  

 
AS wanted to know how many accidents there had been since the road improvements.  

MS thought the main problem was that there is no barrier at the crossing. Highways say there 

are no plans to install one. 

CS thought we should push for this. There are barriers at the other crossing.  

 

OM said we should respond to the email from the St. Ivo with regard to attendance at their 

upcoming meeting. Following a brief discussion it was agreed that JC and CS should both 

attend. 

Action : OM to email and inform the school of this decision. 

 

JC said that the new development will come out on High Leys. This will make matters worse. 

AS thought that some of the problems, such as bad parent parking, existed for all schools.  

CS believed that we should be making representations about the need for measures to ensure the 

safety of St. Ivo school pupils. 

LC added that Houghton & Wyton PC were trying to delay the applications. One application is 

from Barratts, one is from Wadsworth.  They are being dealt with together at HDC. They are 

using the UDF despite it being quashed by a judge. Are the town council concerned? 

CS pointed out that things were still at an early stage.  



MS though we should keep a close eye on developments.  

 

Action: OM to write a letter outlining our concerns. 

 

Item 32 Market Street / Station Road St. Ives – Map #46 

Issue The corner is very tight so that buses going round it completely block the road. Whenever a 

disabled driver parks outside Petzone it can bring traffic to a halt. This means virtually the 

whole of the one way system around the Quadrant. The new bus stop here has made problems 

much worse.  

There is often a problem with disabled badge holders some of whom think they can park where 

they want. But unless there is a physical obstruction little can be done by the police. 

 

ML asked if AS could  liaise with highways officers about this at the request of the  RSC. 

  

Meeting 

Comment 

AS reported that nothing had come back to him.  He had asked for some pavement marks 

outside Lloyds bank.  It would  make sense to have some at Market Street as well. 

Action: AS to look into it. 

 
6 Review of Remaining Items  
 
Item 2: Pidley 
MN reported that the site visit and costings had been done. But to put in place everything they want will cost 
more.  There is a PC meeting tomorrow to confirm if we will go ahead with everything or not.  They had a 
Speedwatch visit last week. Speedwatch notices seem to help coming into the village but not going out.  
AS added that they had come on a Friday and spent some time at the bus stop opposite the Mad Cat. But they 
didn’t get anyone. This strongly suggests they are having an effect. 

 
Item 4: B1040 Wheatsheaf Junction 
 
ML said there was an accident at the junction on January 13th. There was a crumpled car at the Envar 
entrance. AS said that an accident was reported from that stretch of road but he had not been aware of it. 
 
Item 5: Earith High Street  
 
MR reported that  resurfacing would take place  in March on the High Street and part of Colne Road. There 
was no change in the Minnaars development situation. However, there has been some mention of installing 
illuminated signs to specify the depth of water on the causeway when it is flooded. 
The one way system in Chapel Lane was also discussed because of drivers going down it the wrong way. AS 
added that it was often used as a rat run in the morning to avoid George Corner and this was a dangerous 
practice. 

 
Item 6: Low Road, Fenstanton.  
 
CS said that they had resurfaced the section from Vindis and the white line has gone. As a result there have 
been 4 accidents. Two were minor but two were quite serious. The council have declined to put the line back 
because apparently the road is 10cm too small.  CS said he was inclined to paint it back himself. 
 
ML said that the RSC cannot countenance unilateral actions of this kind and the meeting concurred. 
DM said it should be noted that Fenstanton PC had refused to put up signs warning drivers of pedestrians on 
this section of road. 

 
Item 14: Lloyds Bank / Station Road 
 
AS has requested pavement markings outside the bank 
 



 
Item 23: Guided Bus Route, North Road 
 
PS had asked the Town Council about the one-way suggestion. He wondered if the proposal related to all 
traffic or just buses?  If it was all traffic it would merely result in congestion elsewhere. 
LC said you can’t just restrict it to buses. 
JC said that the Town Council had met with CCC about this matter many years ago. She believed the rising 
bollards should be used for their original purpose. 
AS said that he couldn’t imagine a one-way system being imposed. Width restrictions would also cause 
confusion. 
 
Item 25: Traffic from Fenstanton crossing Harrison Way 

 
CS thought we should comment on this issue when a planning application goes in. 

 
Item 29: St.Ives cycle paths 
 
PS said that the work had not yet been finished on Houghton Road. The surface is very bad. He had also 
asked about the cycling strategy. There is one but it’s not great. We need to look at reasons why people are 
being deterred from cycling? St. Ives should be ideal for cycling. There are a lot of contributory factors to 
consider such as signage, routes, bike parking etc. 
 
NB added that the final completion of the Houghton Road cycle path is part of the new planning application.  
 

Item 34: Crossing Harrison way outside the caravan park 
 
CS said that this problem will be addressed by Morrisons. They are keen to do something.  
 

Item 35: Marley Road / Burleigh Road 
 
DM said that the speed limit is wrong, the limit should be 30mph. PS agreed. 
CS said they have put in an application for flashing lights.  
DM added that the limit should be 30mph throughout Hill Rise.  
AS had sent an email saying that Marley Road would be a favoured location for action. It should really be a 
30mph zone. 

 
Item 37: Kings Ripton – Speeding on B1090 
 
AS had asked traffic officers to do speed checks along here. No feedback as yet. 
 

7 RSC Web-site discussion 
 
DM showed the group the website which is now registered as HuntsRoadSafety.org.uk  He would now 
arrange for the hosting of the site on his own server.  
The agenda and minutes for all  RSC meetings in 2013 had been uploaded to the site. Further material would 
now be added relating to all 3 organisations. We also needed to add links to other organisations.  
 
There followed some discussion of a Mission Statement for the Road Safety section of the site. The following 
wording was proposed; 
 
“To actively promote all aspects of road safety and accident prevention in collaboration with our elected 
representatives, the public, the police and other concerned parties”. It was agreed that this wording should be 
accepted 
 
Action: DM to move website hosting to his server. 
Action: Further material to be uploaded including the mission statement. 



 
 

8 RSC Newspaper Reports  
 
OM thought that perhaps we should extend this section to other forms of media exposure such as Shape Your 
Place. 
CS said that the advantage of Shape Your Place was that it bypassed normal channels. As far as the 
newspaper is concerned we should major on the housing development. We should express our serious 
concerns.  
 
DM said that a further advantage of Shape Your Place is that you can do interviews and put on videos. These 
can  be attached to articles.  
AS thought that we need to concentrate on one headline issue at a time. At the moment it is High Leys. We 
could also ask them to do an article on this themselves. 
 
Action: OM to write on behalf of the RSC regarding the development. 

 

9 Speedwatch Report 
 
DM had asked councils to take control of Speedwatch teams and sites. Also to write Speedwatch into their 
Parish Plan if possible. We are now getting police support twice a month thanks to AS.  But a big problem is 
that Speedwatch have had no camera vans since April 2013.  
DM has taken this matter to Shire Hall and say they will refer it to the Road Safety Partnership. Also thanks are 
due to AS for taking round letters. The next session with AS is in Oldhurst on 30/01/14. 
 
The fixed Speedwatch signs are up in many places now. Villages say they are having an effect but only 
because Speedwatch are active there. But they must have at least one session per month.  They are still 
waiting for the Earith application to be returned. 
Feedback about the signs has generally been positive although one person thought they were ‘small and 
insipid’.  They were simply too expensive at the start. Lots of tests were done for readability etc. They are the 
largest size you can have for £70.  
 
Speedwatch will be instigating another wheelie bin sticker campaign. The old stickers are starting to fade.  

 
Full Speedwatch report at Appendix 1 
 

10 Reports from Members 
 
PS: St. Ives 
At a Council meeting he suggested they should welcome Speedwatch into the town. Unfortunately the 
members thought it encouraged vigilantism. 
DM suggested this is the result of a misunderstanding about what Speedwatch actually does.  
AS said he would like to speak to the members on this issue.  

 
AS: Cambridgeshire Police 
St. Ives/Ramsey area are having a parking enforcement day tomorrow (January 15th). Parking offences are 
normally low on the list of priorities but they get a lot of complaints about it.  Staff will be doing only parking 
monitoring tomorrow.  They will do it at random times and the villages will be included as well. 

 
AO: Cambridgeshire Police   
He had found the meeting most interesting 

 
LC: Houghton & Wyton 
Just a reminder that the A1123 is being resurfaced this week at Houghton. 

 



CS: Fenstanton  
Observed that within 2 years CCC won’t have enough money to fulfill their statutory requirements. 

 
MN: Pidley 
Following the completion of the traffic calming their next objective is a footpath. 

 
KW: Hemingford Grey 
Nothing specific, but they would certainly welcome parking enforcement at Hemingford Grey. 
 
MH: Warboys (by email) 
“Just to update you on the B1040 Ramsey to Warboys section, there have been a number of accidents 
at the top & bottom  of Shillow Hill & Wistow Toll junction since our last meeting. Almost one a week! 
The hedgerows are littered with bits of cars and there are tyre marks in the adjoining fields. 
Police must be aware as they have been in attendance at incidents”. 
 
JC: Co-opted member 
 The cats eyes are ineffective on the A1096. This could be due to mud. But many of them don’t work at all and 
some have not been reinstated following roadworks. This may be a good subject for Shape Your Place. 
 

11 AOB 
 
A14 Proposals: 
 
The RSC had written outlining its objections to the proposed tolling of the A14 which was likely to lead to more 
accidents and congestion. Many other organisations had also responded including the HCV group. The tolling 
proposal had now been abandoned. ML said there was general relief at this decision. 
 

12 Next 3 RSC Meeting Dates 

 
Tuesday March  11th  

Tuesday May  13th  
Tuesday July  10th  
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